Remote Entry/Exit Management

Improve Your Access Control and Help Keep Your Facility Safe
Top Security Remote Entry/Exit Management provides on-demand processing of
authorised employees and visitors requiring access to your facility. Our remote
monitoring center activates cameras and audio devices, scans the area and follows
the established authorisation protocol.
Through a combination of technologies our
remote officers can respond to an employee
or visitor seeking entry into your facility and
make access control or security response
decisions based on your specific protocols.
• Gate Entry Management – Afterhour shipments through truck gates are
screened and processed. Our remote
officers can check the driver’s credentials,
confirm the vehicle license plate matches
the documentation and allow or deny
access to the facility.

• Vendor Entry Management – Prior
to allowing entry into your facility, we
can confirm the identity and check the
credentials of cleaning and maintenance
crews. This also creates a video record and
time log of who entered.
• Remote Lobby – Rather than “buzzing
in” guests sight unseen, or staffing an
entrance which receives a few visitors
daily, our operators can perform an entry
screening remotely. Once the visitor has
been confirmed, the remote agent can
inform relevant on-site personnel of the
visitor’s arrival, and allow access into the
facility.

Advantages of Remote
Entry/Exit Management:

How Remote Entry/Exit
Management Works:

• On-demand processing of employees,
visitors and contractors

• Expert consultation to find best
camera locations and angles

• Services provided as needed

• Cameras and software connect to a
24/7 remote monitoring center

• Cost-effective even if you have many
sites in remote locations
• Access to cutting edge technology
with no new major investment
• Part of a comprehensive security
service portfolio

Partner network brings together
industry’s best
Top Security has global agreements with some
of the security industry’s top innovators. This
allows us to deliver the best possible technology
and services in simple, cost-effective packages.

• Highly trained professionals remotely
respond and process requests for
entry to your facility
• Response can include one- and twoway audio for live intervention
• Keep close watch during critical events,
e.g. opening/closing, transferring
goods, etc.
• Evidence is documented if an incident
occurs
• Open platforms allow
equipment to be utilised

existing

A knowledge leader in security
Remote Guarding, managed by Top Security,
gives you state-of-the-art security in innovative
and cost-effective packages. Cutting edge
cameras and software create real-time security
that helps prevent incidents, optimises security
officer’s time and reduces costs. Top Security
can design, install and maintain the technology
equipment used for this service.
Top Security offers a broad range of services
that include specialised guarding, technology
solutions, mobile guarding and corporate risk
management; we customise offerings that
are suited to the individual customer’s needs.
From small businesses to large corporations,
our employees make a difference every day.

For more information on how
Top Security can offer integrated
guarding alternatives for your
security program, please contact
us at Dublin 01-4900333, Cork
021-4968967 or visit
www.topsecurity.ie

